MAZATLAN
Has beautiful sites for weddings surrounded by a special
romantic atmosphere with gold sands, and an amazing view
of the pacific sea, provides all kind of unforgettable
experiences, from a little ceremony with beautiful landscapes,
to the most elaborated and luxurious functions.

Mazatlan is distinguished by
beautiful beaches,
spectacular sunsets and rich
flora and fauna, earning it the
well-deserved nickname
“Pearl of the Pacific.”

We have professional wedding planners
that will work with you to make all your
dreams come true. They will help you to
design and arrange your wedding,
executing all the details including
cuisine, decorations, flowers, music,
photography, and more.
Mazatlán (mah-saht-LAHN) is a
destination with a split personality.
Despite the importance of its visitor
industry, Mazatlán remains very much
its own city. The pleasant weather and
all the tourism services make the city
the perfect destination for your
wedding.
Mazatlán is closer to the USA than it is
to Mexico City. Thanks to fabulous
deep-sea fishing, it was one of the
country's first resorts to attract
international visitors. It is a "working"
resort that doubles as one of the
country's busiest seaports and doubles
as home base for Mexico's largest
shrimp fleet, so guess what heads most
menus! Rough and ready, it attracts
sports minded travelers who like a
casual lifestyle.
Only 745 miles South from Arizona, on
the Pacific Coast, Mazatlán is an
authentic non-tourist type beach
destination, very appropriate for
couples who want a genuine Mexican
destination to plan their wedding,
honeymoon or romantic trip.
You will find that Mazatlán comprises
two zones: Old Mazatlán and Zona

Dorada. Zona Dorada is a modern area
with beach hotels and restaurants.
A much-appreciated feature of
Mazatlán is the charm and vitality of it's
the Old Mazatlán, with art schools,
galleries, restaurants and bars where
every evening one can enjoy live
performances of local and foreign
musicians.
Share your moment with family and
friends and capture the very essence of
one of life's most magical moments or if
you want to have your honeymoon in
Mazatlán, you can visit our historic
downtown, where you can admire
galleries, museums, the Angela Peralta
theater, the cathedral, or enjoy hiking,
bird–watching or aquatic sports; visit
“El Quelite” a beautiful little town, or go
to “Las Labradas” an archaeological site.
In 1940´s when Hollywood discovered
Mazatlán, US visitors became the
engine for the development of good
quality hotels, resorts, golf and tennis
courses and an excellent nightlife
Mazatlán nicely balances its double
identity as Mexico’s largest West Coast
port with being one of the country’s
most popular beach resorts. Mazatlán is
Mexico’s second largest coastal city
(after Acapulco), with nearly 700,000
inhabitants. It has the largest port
facility between Los Angeles and the
Panama Canal, and is home to Latin
America’s biggest fleet of commercial
shrimp vessels.

TOP THINGS TO DO IN MAZATLAN:
• Walk on the beach, enjoy the best
weather on the pacific, and admire one of
the most spectacular sunsets.
• Historical downtown: Angela Peralta`s
theater, museums, galleries, the Cathedral,
and Plaza Machado.
• Gastronomy: Mazatlán is known as the
world capital of shrimp
• Pulmonia" Tour around our malecon
• Amazing Sport fishing
• Play championship Golf
• Let yourself get pampered at one of any
first class Spa's
• Tour to El Quélite, El Rosario, Concordia:
you can visit some of the most colorful
villages and have once in a life experience
• Archaeological Site "Labradas"
• Aquarium and Shell's museum

